
 

In phonics this week:  

We will be learning about the letter sound m. We will sing the jolly phonic songs to go with 

these sounds. Each time we learn a sound, we learn the song and action. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lVPmGyUAC0 

When we write a ‘m’ we say ‘down Maisie, mountain, mountain’. 

Clapping syllables- Have a selection of objects and clap the syllables to each word such as 
elephant (3 claps), dog (1 clap), helicopter (4 claps), aeroplane (3 claps), spider (2 claps), 
fire engine (4 claps).  

Hunt for the object beginning with m. Can you find a mouse, a man, a motorbike, a 
monkey? What else can you find beginning with the sound m?  
 

Play I spy: have a selection of objects that begin with s a t p i n m, Say I spy with my little 
eye something beginning with ---- Can your child find the correct object?  

Play a segmenting game: can the children orally segment sounds in words?  Cat would be 
c-a-t. Play a blending game: Can you find a p-i-g? Can you fasten your c-oa-t?  
 

Write some letters. Write your name.  
 

Read CVC words: If your child knows the sounds s a t p i n m. You could write words such 
as such as tin, pin, pat, tap, pit, sit, hide them and ask you child to go on a word hunt and 
read the words they find. Can they match the word to a picture?  

In Maths, we will: Count to 10 with our friends 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMpeUL43ONg and 12345 jump  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85M1yxIcHpw 

 

Introduce our number of the week, 5. Go on a number 5 hunt. Clap, hop, jump 5 times. 
Learn our number rhyme, down and around and a flag on high, that’s the way we make a 
5. Number blocks https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDjb7BIT9l0 

 Revisit number 5. Use flipper flappers (2 pieces of fabric or 2 tissues, one in each hand) to 
write the number, remember to say the number rhyme. Move your flipper flappers up 
and down, side to side and forwards and backwards. Number 5 song. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6OM_nSyod0 
Revisit number 5. Make groups of 5 objects so your child can see what a group of 5 looks 
like. Count objects. 1-5. Then 1-10. Begin by placing them in a straight line. Once your 
child is confident in counting them in a line arrange the objects randomly. 

Revisit number 5.  
Teddy bear number rhyme https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3__t7HT9tdI 
Revisit number 5.  
Read a number story.  
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Our wake up shake up will be ‘dinosaur stomp’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Imhi98dHa5w 

Our dough disco will be to the tune ‘Funky Town’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAJWmkNXqlM 

Our story of the week will be Brown Bear, Brown Bear 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oUP2PFeOi8 

 

We will re visit the rhyme, ‘Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear turn around.’  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFXE3zvXbjc 

 

We will use the Brown Bear activity sheet in nursery. 

 

Our value of the term is ‘be healthy, be active’. We will do some exercises and practise our 

healthy eating song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JldSBUQB34 

Circle time on Wednesday, we will talk about going to school, we will watch the new to 

school video!  
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